
How can virtual exchange help 
us build institutional networks?







Internationalisation at Home
“purposeful integration of international & 
intercultural dimensions into the formal and 
informal curriculum” 

(Beelen/Jones 2015)



Internationalisation at Home

▪  The pandemic has shifted attention to discourses and 
practices of Internationalisation at Home
▪  Currently, we are witnessing a rise in blended mobility 
 (E+ Blended Intensive Programmes and other formats) 
▪  The past two years have seen an immense increase in 
virtual exchange initiatives

 Many HEIs face the challenge of sustaining virtual exchange,  
embedding it into curricula and institutional visions



DAAD & ISTAT (2022): “Study abroad in times of Corona. Experiences 
with physical and virtual study stays and the recognition of credits 
2021.” Translation. 



Virtual Exchange

Virtual Exchange = Collaborative 
Online International Learning and 
Telecollaboration

MOOCs & distance education: 
− Content-oriented
− Not much collaboration
− No global competency development

Equip learners for global learning:
−  Collaborative tasks
−  Collective problem-solving

Virtual
What cannot (easily) be done in 
real life

Exchange
Movement and exchange 
of ideas and perspectives



Formats and Roles 

Stand-alone
● One course on its own
● Centrally organised
● Enrolment from different institutions
● Credit system must be set up

Class-to-class
● Activities integrated in courses at two institutions
● Run by teachers, working together
● Enrolment in separate courses
● Credits as part of course credits



− Climate change and activism 
− Disability and accessibility
− Diversity on screen 
− Gender and education 
− Health and social media 
− Sustainability and economy
− Science in society

ENLIVE - ENLIGHT Network 
Language and Intercultural 
Virtual Exchange



Stepping Stone Path

low-threshold opportunities for 
a change of perspective 
and international collaboration
IaH and VE

short programmes and BIPs

mobility windows

vertical mobility
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Building on Virtual Exchange

▪  “Sustainable diets and food culture in the face of rural-
urban transformations”
− Trilateral ENLIGHT VE project that links nutritional, 

economic, lifestock production and food & cultural 
perspectives 

− Goal: help students develop new in-depth and 
interdisciplinary knowledge and to use visualisation tools 
and techniques to communicate their own research findings



Building on Virtual Exchange

▪  Intensify the existing collaboration through closer alignment of 
curricula: where and how can other perspectives 

purposefully and effectively complement the respective existing 
programme in order to foster an international outlook?

▪  Enable low-threshold forms of mobility within Europe 
▪  How can blended short programmes help to recruit and guide 
BA graduates into the interdisciplinary study programmes? 
▪  In the long-run, these considerations may lead to a joint 
degree.



Virtual International Collaboration initiative
Funding programme Min of Education, Culture, Science NL

Funding VIS projects

▪ 2021-2024
▪ 700 VIS projects
▪ 15,000€ per project for:
− Time release
− Coordination 
− Support  

 

National training and support hub

▪ Website (tba)
▪ Training programme for applicants & 

support staff
▪ Advice to management & policy makers
▪ Monthly drop-in sessions
▪ VIS-à-VIS Meetings and Annual 

VIS-event



From: 
https://www.dus-i.nl/subsidies/virtuele-
internationale-samenwerkingsprojecte
n

https://www.dus-i.nl/subsidies/virtuele-internationale-samenwerkingsprojecten
https://www.dus-i.nl/subsidies/virtuele-internationale-samenwerkingsprojecten
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... Taking a Step back

▪  Bottom-up initiative and top-down impulses are coming 
together
▪   Benefits of the alliance is clear and the motivation to 
participate is intrinsic 
▪  ENLIGHT alliance offers a structural framework, seed 
funding, focuses search for partners and matching expertise
▪   Pragmatic way of scaling up involvement in network by 
starting small
▪  Towards organic growth in the alliance 


